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Whaling Models for
Cetacean Conservation
Mark S. Boyce

The moot point is, whether Leviathan can long endure so wide a chase. and so remorseless a
havoc; rvhether he must not at last be exterminated from the waters, and the last whale, like
the last man. smoke his last pipe. and then himself evaporate in the final puff.
Melville, Mob"" Dick (1851)

-Herman

Introduction
Norway recently resumed commercial whaling, and Japan may follow suit. The
Scientific Committee of the Intemational Whaling Commission (IWC), the body
charged with the management of large whales, has put lorward a quantitative
management plan to set quotas for the commercial harvest of whales. This plan is
the result of 6 years of modeling efforts by numerous teams of scientists. My
objective is to review the historical background for the modeling, describe the
final accepted model, and question its adequacy in the broader context of ecosystem management.

Historical Context
The near extirpation ofthe world's great baleen whales (rorquals) during the 20th
century ranks among the most tragic consequences of human technology. In
particular, global stocks (populations) of Blue (Balaenoptera musculus),Fin (8.
plusalus), Sei (8. borcalis), Humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), Bowhead
(Balaena nvsticetus), and Right (Eubalaena glacialis and E. australi.r) Whales
were severely depleted (Table 8.1). Since 1946, monitoring and regulation of
whaling have been the purview of the IWC, presently comprising ,10 membernations including several that have never had commercial whaling interests.
Initially. gross quotas for whale harvest were set in Blue Whale units whereby
catches were scaled according to the value of the whales (e.g., two Fin Whales

or six Sei Whales were equivalent to one BIue Whale unit) (Gambell 1976).
Quotas were set high enough that stocks werc rapidly depleted.

In
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FrcuRE 8.1. Yield model that forms the
basis for the IWC's revised management
procedure. Structural differences in the
catch-control law between the new management procedure (NMP) of 1975 are
compared with the current revised management procedure (RMP) (from Young

Catch-Limit Algorithm

/ ,*"1

To formulate a new CLA for the RMP, the Scientific Committee of the IWC
solicited harvesting algorithms from a number of scientists. Because whales are
long-lived and growth rates are slow, empirical validation of a CLA may not be
feayble. Instead, competing models were evaluated by using extensive simulation
trials of other more detailed models that included various forms of complexity to
the
see how well the cLA performed. Although the models had to meet each of
of
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1993). Maximum sustained yield is assumed to occur when the population is
maintained at 607o of the unexploited

stock size, No. Both the RMP and the

security of persistence for the stocks. The selected algorithm was one formulated
by Justin Cooke.

NMP proscribe curtailed harvests if populations drop below 549o ol the unex-

Model Structure

for larger populations.

Cooke's CLA is essentially an ad hoc statistical device that uses historical time
series of harvests and estimates of abundance to calculate an allowable culrent
harvest. The model underlying the CLA has no age structule and assumes that the
population was at equilibrium prior to exploitation,

N,*r = N,

-

C,

+ rN,[l

- (N,/No)'?]

(l)

population size in year t, C, = s61dn in year t' and Nn is the population
stock
siz_e prior to exploitation in year 0. In practice, No = NrlDr such that
depletion, D, is the ratio of the population size at the beginning of the catch quota

where N,

-

period,I(0=rsf).

rate for the population, r =
is a constant assigned to
I
.4184
parameter
and
productiviry
p
is
a
1 .4 I 84p, where
whale productivity by the IWC for arcane historical reasons (because pt can be
adjusted, the 1.4184 is of no real consequence). The density-dependent response
that permits sustainable harvests is labeled "sustainable yield" in Figure 8' 1. The
*u*i,,u* sustained yield rate (MSYR) is 0.9456pr. Faithful application of the

At low population density, the potential growth

CLA should eventually resuit in stock sizes no less than ab oul'7 5Vo of preexploitation levels.
one of the most difficulr problems associated with application of the CLA, and
a key criterion used in selecrion of a cLA, is how to deal with uncertainty in
parameter estimates. In general, fitting ecological models to data is difficult
t..uu." when sufficient ecological structule is included in the model, data are
sel<lom sufficient to esrimare all parameters reliably. The IWC has taken the
approach of keeping the structural model as simple as possible, so that few
parameters need to be estimated.
The model is fitted by using a joint likelihood function similar to a Bayesian
procedure, but the CLA does not "leam" quickly (Anon. 1993) (i.e., catch limits
io not respond quickly to new data on stock estimates). The model is governed by
prior distiibutions for parameters, and the underlying population model is used to

ploited stock size but, as illustrated, differ
substantially in the catch limits allowed

well as the prior distribugenerate posterior distributions that reflect the model as
(e
g''
CLA assumes that the
the
assumptions
require
distributions
t-ions. ffle prior

underlying distribution
stock sizes are lognormally disiributed) lf, instead' the
could yield a
assumprions
Bayesian
were bimodal due to multiile equilibria, the
catches'
spurious distribution of allowable
complex models
For some species, the IWC has been willing to adopt more
harvest of
(e.g., age ,,rrirrr. has been built into a Bayesian model for aboriginal
way
powerful
a
afford
statistics
S;h."a Whales) (Raftery et al. 1995)' Bayesian
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rnodel
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the
with
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bring
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These
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this volume
ro rhe problem of interfacing models and data. (Readers of
srarisrics
will appreciate potential applications to population

viability analysis')

Protecting Against Overexploitation
against overharvests'
Several features of the RMP are designed to protect
of
whale populations can achieve population growth rates in excess

l.

Although

37,(Horwood1990),theCLAassumesabaseyieldrateofonlylTo.Thisyield

2.

rate can be increased if supported by sufficient data'
MSY by an additional
As in the NMP, harvest ratei are further backed off from

l07o'ThiscanbeseeninFigure8.i,inwhichharvestsarealwaysbelowthe
peak in the Yield curve.

3.IncontrasttotheNMP,theRMPsetsquotasasafunctionofcurrentstocksize
8. l, quotas
if sufficient data exist to justify the harvests. As illustrated in Figure
and harvest

will

of zero harvest will be set for itocks at or less than 54Vo of No,
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could be maintained at the same level until stocks were reduced to 60Vo of
stock size (see Fig. 8.1), whcreas quotas will be reduced as stock size declines
under the RMP. This affords greater Protection for exploited stocks under the
RMP.
4. Uncertainty in estimates ol abundance and in MSYR is used to generate a
distribution of possible catch limits. From this distribution, an actual quota is
selectecl in which 4lVo of the calculated catch limits are less and 59qo LVe
grearer than the recommended number (Young 1993). This again yields a more
conservative quota than choosing the mean or median value, which would be
closer to 50olo. As more and better data increase the confidence in estimates,
the CLA typically recommcnds a higher quota.
5. Before annual quotas can be set for a 5-year period, data are required on
previous harvests and sighting surveys to estimate current stocks'
(r. Periodic sighting surveys must be conducted to monitor the efficacy of the
CLA for each srock. If sighting dara are not collected within a prescribed
period, the RMP stipulates that the harvest quota is automatically reduced by
2OVo per year and set at 0 if survey data are not completed within 5 years.
7. Extensive robustness trials were performed to evaluate performance under
various assumprions. For each application of the CLA (i.e., before whaling
begins), additional "implementation trials" will be required in which computer
simulations will be perlormed that incorporate what is known of spatial organi-

such extraordinary rates of increase of 77o or more are likely to be inaccurate
estimates. Nevertheless, these many observations of population resilience imply
that other baleen whales can recover after having been overexploited, although
many years may be required given the low reproductive rates of these large
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Testing the CLA with Simulations

l,l

The IWC Scientific Committee conducted extensive computer simulation trials to
evaluate the CLA and to ensure that it met the IWC's three objectives. Models
were constructed that included considerable detail about whale life histories inctuding age and sex structure, variable vital rates, and a variety of assumptions
about depensation and density dependence. In addition, thousands of simulations
were conducted to evaluate the consequences ol biases and errors in survey data
and prior catch data. To simulate changes in future environments, simulations
were conducted in which the carrying capacity declined or underwent cyclic
oscillations.
The Cooke procedure was selected because it was most robust to the various
modeling scenarios. The simplicity of the Cooke procedure was a benefit because
estimalion of fewer parameters was required, and therefore the power associated
with input data was higher. The many conservative cushions incorporated into the
CLA outlined above would seem to be sufficient to prevent harvests of whales in
depleted stocks.
Of the algorithms evaluated by the Scientific Committee, the Cooke procedure
hest met the objectives provided by the IWC. However, the IWC has not provided
guidelines on precisely what constitutes acceptable performance of the CLA, and
the simulations demonstrate that there are some circumstances under which it
performs poorly (Taylor et ai. 1994). Using the population size at the end of 100
years to evaluate the CLA, model perlormance appears poor when current stock
size is overestimated (Taylor et al. 1994). Deriving reliable estimates of whale
populations over extensive areas of ocean is a daunting task and one that can be
highly sensitive to observer bias and sampling protocol. If estimates were made
that indicated a number higher that the true population size, quotas set by the CLA
will be excessive and drive the population to low levels. The slow rate at which
the CLA learns is partly responsible for this weakness in model perlormance
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zation of the stock.
Populations most likely to be harvested under the CLA witlbe Minke Whales in
the north Atlantic, the north Pacific, and possibty the Antarctic. Minke Whales are
by far the most abundant rorquals, with population estimates greatcr than 750,000

animals, including more rhan 600,000 Minke whales in Antarctic seas
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1994). Because stocks are large and proposed harvests are small, implementing
the CLA probably will not threaten the future persistence of Minke whales.
Japan's request to harvest 2,000 Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales annually
constitutes a kill of approximately 0.37o of current stock size. Sustainable harvests
of other animal populations have been possible given that rates of exploitation are
not exccssive (Rosenberg et al. 1993).
There is evidence that rorqual stocks can recover, even after severe depletior
(Best I 9931
and popu tations of several species of whales appear to be increasing

Schmidt 1994). In particular, the Grey Whales (Eschrichtius rzbir.stus) in the

(Young 1993).

northeastern Pacific Ocean have staged a remarkable comeback from near extirparion at the turn of the century to approximately 2 1,000 anirnals today (Buckland
ct al. 1993). This population is thought to be near or even greater than precxploitation levels (Schmidt 1994). Estimates of Bowhead whales in the Arctic
have increased from somc 1,500 whales in 1976 to at least 7.800 today, although
part of this increase is probably due to improved estimates (J. zeh, personal
iommunication). Likewise, under protection, Southem Right Whales were
thought to have achieved rates of increase in excess of 7o/o per annum, and Sei
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Simulations also showed that the CLA performs poorly when historical catches
are undeneported (Taylor et al 1994). The CLA uses historical catch to back-
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calculate preexploitation stock size. and if only a fraction ol the actual harvest is
reported, the model will target a harvested population that is far too low. For some
stocks, this can be a serious problem. Right Whales have been protected since the
1930s, yet recent reports document Soviet exploitation of Right Whates in the
Okhotsk Sea, near Tristan da Cunha in the south Atlantic, near Kurile Island in the
Pacific, and from factory ships in the Antarctic (Best 1988; Yablokov 1994).

Whales off South Africa increased at annual rates of 9-137o (Horwood 1987);
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Large numbers of Humpback and Blue whales were harvested by Soviets well
after their protection by the IWC (Yablokov 1994), prompting a scheme requiring
international observers on all whaling vessels. The reported kill of Humpback
Whales from one of four Soviet factory ships in the Southem Hemisphere was
152, a number that recently has been corrected to 7,207 . Computer simulations
performed by the IWC Scientific Committee found the CLA to be robust to (i.e.,
criteria for evaluation not greatly affectedby) 50Vo underreporting of true catches.
But recent data released by the Russian Federation show that the USSR was
undeneporting catches by some 907o.The CLA cannot be expected to perform
adequately with such poor data.
.lapanese whaling operations also havc been accused of underreporting of
Sperm Whale catches (Kasuya 1991). Norway has been exposed for underreporting of Minke Whale kills in the mid-1980s andhas recently resumed whaling in
the northeast Atlantic without IWC permission. We must trust whaling countries
to conform to quotas and to provide reliable data on harvests. Resolving such
issues is beyond rhe scope of the cLA but is included in the RMP. The adopted
approach, the International Observer Scheme, has proved to be effective at reducing the extent of such underreporting of whale harvests (Young 1993).

Problems of Multistock Management
The spatial structure ol whale populations may constitute the most serious risk to
implementation of the CLA. Intended for a single population, Cooke's CLA can
lead to local stock clepletion if spatial distribution is not carefully considered.
Imagine two Minke Whale populations: a near-shore population and a pelagic
offshore population. If quotas for harvest were allocated for the entire area, but all
harvests were near-shore, we would expect to see serious depletion of near-shore
stocks. The Scientific Committee of the IWC is using an approach of dividing
ranges into small areas that will be the focus for CLA application (i'e., "disjoint
areas small enough to contain whales from only one biological stock" [Smith and
Polacheck 19941). Genetic information or radiotelemetry data can be used to
designate medium-sized areas if data show that a population ranges over a larger
area. Otherwise, quotas will be set within each small area (although this rule is
being contested).
Current guidelines for the RMP have quotas determined by one of two protocols: catch cascading or catch capping. For catch cascading, data among multiple small areas are pooled and the CLA applied; harvests for individual small
arcas are proportional to the estimated population of whales in the respective
small areas. Catch capping, however, involves comparison of the summed quotas
over all small units with CLA quotas from the pooled data. If pooling the quotas
from small areas yields higher total quotas than application of the CLA to the sum
of the parts, the original individual-area quotas are used. But if pooled quotas are
less than those from the sum of the individual areas, harvests are reduced proportionally so that the sum equals the pooled CLA quota.

Conservation ll7

Catch cascading appears to work well for Minke Whales in the north Atlantic,
but choice of method must be evaluated by simulation for each area. Catch

capping is the safest approach when high variance exists among small areas.
Pooling offers advantages lor catch cascading when sample sizes are small for
individual areas such that increased power associated with pooling samples can
increase yields over an area.
Even if commercial whaling were to follow the RMP, there may be enors in
stock identification that could lead to local extirpation. Uncertainty of distribution
and movement patterns is high and may vary considerably. For example, Alaskan
Humpback Whales normally winter off Hawaii, but individuals documented off
Hawaii have been seen in subsequent years off Baja (Evans 1987). Also, errors in
identification of species may occur by whalers; in particular, the status of the
Pygmy Right Whale (Caperea ntarginata) is poorly known, but it may be subject
to accidental harvest as a Minke Whale because it is difficult to distinguish the two
species (Evans 1987). Likewise, because of their similar appearance, whalers
often have not recognized Bryde's (Balaenoptera edeni) and Sei Whales to be

distinct species (Gambell 1976).
Species-level problems of identification, however, are relatively rninor compared with the difficulty of identifying smali genetically isolated subpopulations
within a species. Recall my example that if whales from small coastal populations
are likely to be caught in conjunction with whaling of larger pelagic populations,
and if these coastal stocks are not recognized to be distinct, they easily could be
extirpated. Insufficient data exist on the spatial distribution and composition of
most whale populations to eliminate such a threat. Furthermore, due to problems
of population estimation, most estimates of stock size are burdened by enormous
confidence intervals.

Unfortunately, no monitoring is required that would ensure appropriateness ol
small area definitions nor to evaluate the efficacy of harvest implementations
(Smith et al. 1994).

Should We Use the CLA?
The immediate issue at hand is whether to implement the CLA as a component of
the RMP to set quotas for the commercial harvest of Minke Whales. Strong
arguments can be made for either position. Many reasons exist to be concerned
about the reauthorization of whaling, even if primarily sanctioned for the abundant Minke Whale (plans also exist to continue with whaling for Fin Whales off
Iceland and Brr:das Whales in the north Pacific). The primary arguments against
future whaling include the following: ( I ) Many people find whaling objectionable
on ethical grounds (Freeman and Kellert 1994) inespective of the strcngth of the
stocks. (2) Nations proposing to reinstate commercial whaling have a poor track
record with documented violations of past IWC regulations. Rather than risking
tuture violations of quotas that could further threaten stocks perhaps the safest
approach is to ban all commercial whaling. (3) Because we do not understand the
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complexity of ocean ecosystems and cannot anticipate the full consequences of a
whale harvest, the safest approach most compatibie with conservation may be onc
of strict protection. (4) Uncertainty in the CLA (for reasons outlined here) suggests that the scientific basis for whaling may be on shaky ground, and the
precision with which we can monitor whale stocks is poor. Thus we are unlikely to
detect negative consequences of whaling until considerable damage has been
done to stocks.
Arguments in favor of reinstating commercial whaling guided by the CLA
include the fbllowing: (l) Whates are a protein-rich lbod source acceptable to
many people of the world. Foregoing whales as food may result in greater environmental costs to replace that lost food (e.g., land-based agriculture has severe
consequences for biodiversity, pollution. erosion, and global change) (Freeman
1994). (2) Harvest of Minke Whales might reduce competition with BIue, Fin, and
Sei Whales, thereby enhancing recovery of the great whales that have been so
severely decimated. The possible existence of multiple equilibria due to competitivc interactions might require harvest of Minke to permit recovery of reduced
whate populations. If stocks of the great whales are increasing, reducing Minke
stocks may hasten their recovery. (3) Conservative measures built into the CLA
minimize the risk that Minke Whale stocks could be overexploited as were the
other species of rorquals. (4) Without commercial whaling as an incentive to
estimate whale stocks, we would have no support for monitoring, which is very
expensive. Without monitoring data, no responsible management is possible.

Ecosystem Management
My primary concern with the proposed use of the CLA for commercial whaling is
the failure to recognize the context ol the whale stocks in ocean ecosystems. Most
obvious are the severe disruptions already imposed on the Antarctic marine ecosystems, which witl require hundreds of years to recover, if recovery is possible.
The issue is one that needs to be evaluated by using the evolving principles of
ecosystem management (Boyce and Haney 1997; Vogt et al. 1997).
Freeman (1994) argued that the environmental costs to replace lost human food
associated with suspension o1'whaling would be much greater if this food came
from land-based agriculture. However, simulations of stocks of the great whales
suggest that restoration of thc southem ocean ecosystems will require substantially more than 500 years (see below), suggesting that the environmental costs of
sirnply have not been measured adequately. There are few baseline data
"vhaling
on marine ecosystems, so it is difficult to evaluate the lonS-term consequences of
actions. Freeman's conclusion that whaling may be conducted with f'ew environmental conscquences may be based on the "out of sight, out of mind" view that
has tolerated abuse of aquatic ecosystems worldwide.
The implicit assumption of the RMP is that the safest way to ensure the
recovery of Blue, Fin, Sei, Humpback, and Right Whales in Antarctic waters is to
offer protection for these species. A step in this direction was taken with the 1994

resolution by the IWC for the establishment of a whaling sanctuary in Southem
Hemisphere oceans. But protection might not be sufficient, and in many circumstances, conservation managemcnt must include intervention (Belovsky et at.
t994).
Interactions between whales and their prey and other competing taxa are largely
unknown. This fact musl raise concerns about the utility of applying a singlespecies whaling model to species embedded in complex ecosystems (May et al.
1979). Sound ecosystem management reqr.rires that we confront this complexity in
resourcc managernent (Grumbine 1994; Boyce and Haney 1997). After all, application of the RMP can only occur in the context of a complex ecosystem.
One argument to support the "release-from-competition" hypothesis is that
despite protection since 1962 (Gambell 1976). Southem Blue and Humpback
Whales have not increased at rates that might have been expected (Schmidt 1994).
Yet, not until November 1993 was it learned that the USSR did not abide by their
IWC agreements to curtail whaling of Right, Blue, and Humpback Whaies and
that the harvests of these species were seriously underreported (Yablokov 1994).
Given the weakness of understanding of the Antarctic ecosystem, justification for
whaling based on the competitive-release hypothesis easily could be challenged.
But if nothing is done, we are unlikely to improve our management.

Multispecies Context
The CLA is driven by a single-species population model; yet all whale populations are embedded in multispecies ecosystems. Interspecific interactions including competition and predation surely have consequences for the dynamics and
management of whale stocks. The complex dynamics that can emerge from multispecies and multistock systems would defy the existence of simple dynamic
equilibria as assumed by the CLA (May 1987; Botkin 1990). Of particular significance for the krill-based southern ocean stocks are the trophic-level interactions
between fuill (Euphausia spp.) and whales and the competitive relations among
whales feeding on krill.
Competitive interactions among Antarctic species feeding on krill have
changed as a consequence of whaling earlier in this century (Horwood 1987).
Stocks of Blue Whales were depleted first, followed by heavy harvests ol Fin
Whales. When Fin Whale stocks declined, an eruption of harvests of Sei Whales
occurred in Antarctic waters, presumably curtailed by the ban on whaling in 1986.
Only in reccnt years has a signilicant number of Minke Whales been taken from
Antarctic waters (Fig. 8,2).
Before whalers shifted from their focus to taking Sei Whales in the 1960s,
increased pregnancy rates and decreased age of maturity were documented for Sei
Whales, suggesting that they were prospering from reduced competition for kill
stocks resulting from depressed Blue and Fin Whale stocks (Gambell 1973).
Similarly, first age of maturity for Minke Whales has decreased since the 1930s
despite limited take of this species, again implying that the species is responding
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The Japanese government has suggested that harvests of Minke Whales may
actually release the larger rorquals from competition and thereby hasten their
recovery. Although data supporting the Japanese hypothesis are weak, iftrue, this
may make a defensibie case for commercial harvest of Minke Whales in the
Antarctic. To examine the hypothesis, a population trajectory was calculated for
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Southern Hemisphere Blue Whales by using the population model underlying the
CLA and compared with a trajectory from a Lotka-Volterra model of two-species

lour species of baleen whales in

the

Frcunr, 8.2. Historical pattern of exploitation for
Antarcticduringthiscentury(fror-r-rHorwoodl990)'Thesedatadonotincludesubstantial
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competition between Blue Whales and Minke Whales (Fig. 8.3). In addition,
population growth for Blue Whales was plotted with an annual harvest of 5,000
Minke Whales. Note that the CLA model's projection is much more optimistic
than would occur under competition, yet still requiring 575 years for Blue Whales
to recover to 50Va of their prewhaling stock size. AIso, note that although harvest
of Minke Whales indeed hastens recovery for Blue Whales, because growth rates
are low the benefit appears small: recovery to 50Vo of prewhaling stock size
requires 765 years under a complete moratorium, whereas the same level of
recovery still requires 71 1 years under an annual harvest of 5,000 Minke Whales.
Under competition, however, a continued harvest of 5,000 NIinke Whales exceeds
the CLA and is not sustainable.
The simulation resuLts suggesting more than 700 years to achieve one-half of
prewhaling stock size is discouraging. Also discouraging is a comparison of the
effectiveness of Minke harvest as a means of hastening Blue Whale recovery.
Note, for example, that after 20 years and a total harvest of 100,000 Minke
Whales, there will be only four additional Blue Whales above the no-harvest
alternative. In other words, harpooners would only have to err in their identification of a young Blue Whale (or Pygmy Blue) on four occasions out of 100,000
strikes to eliminate any conservation advantage to the harvest of Minke Whales.
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Frcunr 8.3. Population recovery for Blue Whales under the population model that underlies the CLA (top curve) versus a simplistic two-species Lotka-Volterra competition model
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Recovery of the great whales will not be rapid because of their low fecundity
and long time to maturation. Thus the great whales will be slow to respond, and
any kritl resources released by the exploitation of Minke Whales are likely to be
used by smaller species with greater reproductive potential (e.g., penguins, Crabeater Seals, and fish). It is by no means certain that the krill-based community is
an equilibrium system, an issue that also plagued attempts to anticipate consequences of proposed human harvests of Antarctic krill over a decade ago (May
1984). Therefore, the food resource as well as consumer populations may be
cxpected to undergo highly dynamic fluctuations. Or multiple equilibria may
exist, say, due to Allee effects or diffuse competition, such that some stocks may
never recover from the excesses of the I 930- I 970 slaughter. Thus, it is not cenain
that this complex multispecies system can return to some preexploitation equilibrium, or if it can, that Minke Whale harvests will facilitate restoration.

Economic Considerations
Ellective ecosystem management must consider human values, and economics
certainly tras played a primary role in the management of whales in the past.
For example, capital investment in whaling ships is so great that economic motivation for curtailing whaling will not occur even if stocks dwindle toward extinction (Clark 1975). Fundamental to frustrations of managing whale stocks is the
"tragedy of the commons" associated with resource management of the ocean,
whereby economic incentives invariably lead to overexploitation (Hardin 1968;

Myers 1993).
For several reasons developed above, we cannot be completely confident that
the RMP can be used effectively for the conservation of whale stocks. The fact
that Iceland and Norway have decided to ignore the IWC's direction calls to
question the ability of the IWC to implement regulations. Rather whale conservation may be better driven by the creative use of economic incentives. Indeed, it has
been economic incentives to kill whales that have led to the severe depletion of
stocks. Financial issues largely underlie the future management of whalcs as well
(e.g., one of the dilemmas facing the future of whales and whaling is the source of
funds for rcsearch and monitoring of whale stocks). Surveys to count whales cost
enormous sums of money, and only in anticipation of future whaling has Japan
been convinced to invest in thesc surveys. One alternative would be to impose a
tax on future catches that could be used for monitoring and research. Perhaps the
United Nations could organize quotas sold to the highest bidder, thus allowing
financial intervention by the antiwhaling community willing to buy permits to
prevent whaling (Myers 1993). Left to free enterprise, commercial whaling
threatens the very existence of the resource on which it depends (Clark 1975).
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management tool for the exploitation of whale stocks into the indetinite future. Because of the many uncertainties surrounding its use, one might argue
that the CLA shoutd not be implemented until it has been rigorously evaluated. Such field trials would require several years or decades to complete. The
IWC Scientific Committee is divided on the issue of monitoring the performance
of the CLA (lWC 1993). Some members argue that intensive surveys of whale
populations are essential for the purpose of monitoring the effectiveness of
the CLA (Smith and Stokes 1993). Others argue that, given the poor precision
of curent estimates of abundance, it is impractical to monitor the CLA in real
time. Alternatively, perhaps we should be monitoring other components of the
ecosystem.

Active adaptive management (Walters and Holling 1990) may alford the only
sound approach to structuring the management of the ecosystems that are home to
the world's whale stocks. Adaptive management involves first using a rnodel (e.g.,
the CLA) to synthesize how we think the system works and to formulate hypotheses. This is followed by active managemer)t intervention such as an experimental
harvest or management by protection. The system is monitored to see how well
we are able to predict the system's behavior. The monitoring data are used to
evaluate the model predictions, followed by reformulation of the model. Adaptive
resource management is structurally like the modern scientific method but iterated
through tirne and in different areas to accommodate the fact that complex ecosystem processes cannot be replicated with a rigorous experimental design. The

idea of integrating science and management is not a new one, indeedl such an
experimental approach to evaluating the management of whale stocks was outlined 20 years ago (Allen 1980).

Conclusions
The IWC's RMP makes use of a CLA with a simple density-dependent model that
only requires data on previous catch and current stock size from which to set catch
quotas. Although the underlying model is simple in structure, the algorithm is
designed to reduce harvests to compensate for uncertainty in a way that makes it

unlikely that overexploitation will occur when following the CLA. Careful consideration for uncertainty ensures that the RMP will be a safer model ibr governing rvhale harvests than its predecessor, the New Management Procedure. The
RMP's Bayesian approach to interfacing data with the model affords a powerlul
rvay to design ecological models. Nevertheless, problems with implementation
may rcmain due to excessive harvests under the CLA if there are unreported
harvests, overestimates of stock size, and failure to identify spatially structured
stocks.

Adaptive Management
The IWC is not proposing to begin use of the RMP on a strictly experimental basis

to evaluate the CLA's efficacy. Rather,

To rny n.rind. however, these problems pale in comparison to the lundamental
that the RMP is a single-species approach to management rhat fails to
considel ecosystern structure and function in setting management objectives.
Despite knowlcdge that the krill-based ecosystem ol the southern ocean has been
1'law
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seriously disrupted by the decimation of the great whales, the IWC has recently
established a sanctuary making the entire region off limits to whaling. This may
not be sufficicnt, and recovery of the great whales may require intervention by
selective removal of Minke Whales as proposed by Japan. If taken in the context
of the ocean ecosystems in which it would be applied, the RMP could provide a
useful baseline for adaptive management.
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Management agencies responsible for public lands within the United States increasingly find their activities circumscribed by considerations of threatened,
endangered, or sensitive species (TES species). In the western states, where the
U.S. government owns a majority of the land base, many TES species are critically dependent on habitat conditions within federal lands. Federal regulations
provide specific guidelines when dealing with TES species on these lands. For
example, U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service (Forest Service) regulations require the Forest Service to maintain viable populations and promote recovery of TES species throughout their native range. Commonly, the Forest Service
prepares biotogical assessments for all management activities that may affect TES
species. Such activities include timber sales, road construction, mining leases,
giazing allotments, and recreational enhancements. It is the responsibility of the
iorest supervisor and staff to assess the threat posed by each activity; those that
may adversely affect TES species are either modified to mitigate the impact or
abandoned. Species protected uncler the Endangered Species Act additionally
require that the federal oversight agency (either the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
or the National Marine Fisheries Service, depending on the species) concurs with
the impact assessment and proposed mitigation measures.
The contentious nature of species protection combined with the large number of
assessments required by the agencies has prompted a huge demand for information and methods that can provide quantitative estimates of the risks to TES
species posed by land-use activities. Linkages between management activities and
population risk are complex, howeveq and the level of information available
about them inevitably is incomplete. Frequently, biological assessments are based
largely on the judgment and experience of forest biologists because specific
information on local populations simply is unavailable and unlikely to be obtained
within a reasonable timeframe. Managers need methods that recognize the uncertainty inherent in decisions made in information-poor environments, yet are
efficient, rigorous, and defensible. Such tools must be capable of incorporating
complexity, while simultaneously acknowledging uncertainty.
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